The American Astronomical Society's WorldWide Telescope (WWT) project enables terabytes of astronomical images, data, and stories to be viewed and shared among researchers, exhibited in science museums, projected into full-dome immersive planetariums and virtual reality headsets, and taught in classrooms from middle school to college levels. We review the WWT ecosystem, how WWT has been used in the astronomical community, and comment on future directions.
INTRODUCTION
WorldWide Telescope 1 (WWT) was first designed as a tool for astrophysical data exploration and discovery in the era of large and disparate data (Gray & Szalay 2004) . WWT was an early attempt to answer an emerging question, "how will research techniques change in the era of multi-wavelength, multi-epoch, large datasets hosted throughout the Web?" Launched in 2008 by Microsoft Research, WWT was open-sourced (under the MIT license) seven years later with copyrights transferred to the .NET Foundation and project direction and management taken up by the American Astronomical Society
Corresponding author: Philip Rosenfield philip.rosenfield@aas.org 1 http://worldwidetelescope.org (AAS). Recent and near future AAS WWT development is focused on implementing operating system-agnostic features to better enable astronomers to use WWT either individually or through archival data centers. WWT is a scientific data visualization platform (see Figure 1 ). It acts as a virtual sky, allowing users to explore all-sky surveys across the electromagnetic spectrum, to overlay data from NASA's Great Observatories, and import their own imagery and tabular data. In WWT's 3D environment, users can explore planetary surfaces and elevation maps; orbital paths and ephemerides of major and minor solar system bodies as well as asteroids; zoom out from the Solar System to view the positions and approximate colors of stars from the HIPPARCOS catalog (Perryman et al. 1997 ) and galaxies of the Cosmic Evolution Survey dataset (COS-MOS; Scoville et al. 2007 ).
WWT's unique contextual narrative layer (Wong 2008) has set it apart from the myriad of other available data visualization systems. Users can record or view recorded paths though the virtual environments and add narration, text, and imagery. With these "tours" users can share their stories, outreach specialists can create programming, and researchers can distill their discoveries to other researchers or to the public.
These features make WWT a seamless data visualization program with an engaging learning environment. This combination has enabled WWT to deliver astrophysical data hosted around the world not only to researchers, but to classrooms, planetariums, and educational outreach programs. Therefore, WWT is more than a tool to aid astronomical research and discovery, it helps to democratize astronomical data and knowledge by allowing equal data access to all users. For example, only a few dozen content experts across academia and science centers have recorded tours curated within WWT or have organized WWT-related outreach efforts, yet WWT has reached millions 2 : from explorers using the WWT application; to students visiting planetariums and museums around the world; to students at all levels using WWT to augment their curriculum. WWT may be the only visualization software that when astronomers add data and context, it becomes available to students-who may be geographically distant from a science center-to also investigate.
In what follows, we overview the technical aspects of WWT in Section 2, describe some major uses of this visualization tool in Section 3, outline the open source management and sustainability plan in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.
THE WORLDWIDE TELESCOPE ECOSYSTEM OVERVIEW
In the nearly 10 years of WWT development, several applications, services, and technologies were created in order to deliver astronomical data from around the globe in a seamless visualization and narrative environment. In this section, we outline the main components of the WorldWide Telescope software ecosystem.
Clients
WWT is offered as a stand alone Microsoft Windows application and Web-based applications and services.
2 Over 10 million unique Windows Application downloads from [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] All of the code base is open-sourced under the MIT license and hosted on GitHub 3 .
Windows Application
The Microsoft Windows application contains the richest set of features and customizations. It currently serves as the basis of features that are ported to Web application. The WWT Windows application can run natively or through virtualization on either a local virtual machine or on the Cloud.
Beyond the main tasks of visualizing the sky and 3D universe, the WWT Windows application features flexible display modes, supports a variety of controllers, and can incorporate a wide variety of data. WWT can be displayed in power-walls (ultra high resolution displays created by connecting several monitors or projectors), 3D-stereo projections, virtual reality headsets, interactive kiosk exhibits, and multi-channel environments (e.g., in multiple projector full-dome planetariums). Due to the high demand on computational resources, there are limited plans to port these flexible display modes to the Web application in the near future.
Users may drive WWT with their keyboard and mouse or customize a MIDI controller, an XBOX controller, or the Microsoft Kinect.
A wide variety of data layers are both customizable and controllable. Users can import 3D Models, tabular data, orbital data, imagery (including all-sky maps and planet surface maps), planetary digital elevation models, and catalogs. We discuss the WWT data files in more detail in Section 2.5.
Web Application
A growing subset of features from the WWT Windows application are now delivered via a plug-in free browserbased platform rendered by WebGL. The web application uses the same curated image and catalog data as the Windows application (see Section 2.5), it supports built-in tour authoring and playback, including a simple slide based or complex key-framed animations. The web application can display tiled images, tours with audio and imagery, and most of the WWT intrinsic data layers.
The WWT Web application leverages the Web Control API for rendering. To better serve astronomical researchers, current development efforts lead by the American Astronomical Society are focused on porting more data layer features of the Windows application to the web application and exposing them in the Web Control API (see Section 2.3).
Extensibility of WWT Clients
Users can extend and customize their WWT client experience at a variety of experience levels. They can create a slide-based tour with linked slides (i.e, similar to a DVD menu). With the Windows application users can have full control over WWT tour rendering by using the time-line function (see this guide). They can add their own data layers (see Table 1 for a list of supported formats). And they can configure a planetarium with multiple computers and projectors to display WWT (see this guide). Below we mention two more means to be extend the WWT clients, by using "communities" and by contributing documentation.
Communities -are user-uploaded WWT content (e.g., tours and data layers) that are available to all users of the WWT clients though the Communities tab. Communities content can also be viewed on the WWT website without launching the web application (see this guide).
Documentation -All WWT documentation is now user contributed and maintained on GitHub 4 . Each guide is rendered from Markdown as a GitBook 5 , which is available to read online or download in PDF and eBook formats. There are also a growing number of user-contributed WWT tutorials on YouTube. WWT and the WWT Ambassadors (see Section 3.1) maintain YouTube channels (WWT Videos, WWT Ambassadors Videos). We further discuss contributing documentation in Section 4.
Web Services
Embeddable Web Control 6 -crosses the line between a flexible web application and a software development kit (SDK). It implements a (growing) subset of the WWT Web user interface to support visualizing data sets or playing tours. It is designed to be cut-and-pasted into websites outside of the worldwidetelescope.org domain.
The embeddable code-generation tool creates a WWT namespace on the containing page and spawns an iframe which hosts the control. The webcontrol.aspx script reads from the options in the containing div and passes them to the iframe via a postMessage API (for cross-domain scripting).
4 See the WWT documentation meta-repository https://github. com/WorldWideTelescope/wwt-documentation.
5 http://gitbook.com/ 6 available at http://worldwidetelescope.org/Use/Embed Show Image Service -enables an image to be shared by embedding information about the image in a URL, see the documentation for more details and Table 2 for examples of its usage.
APIs
WWT has several application programming interfaces (APIs) of interest to Web and Windows developers. While all of the WWT code base is open sourced, it is incredibly complex, and above the software engineering level of most astronomers and astronomical software engineers. We expect most developers interested in extending or customizing WWT to do so through the APIs (see Section 4 for more discussion on code contributions).
Windows APIs
The Layer Control API (LCAPI) -allows local or remote applications to send data and control data layers in the Windows application for integration in scenarios outside of the worldwidetelescope.org domain. There is deep integration with the LCAPI and Microsoft Excel through an Excel Add-In tied to the LCAPI, as well as python bindings (see Section 3.4).
Windows Client Socket API -is open-sourced, and used by WWT Kinect control to interact with WWT.
Web APIs
The Web Control API -is a complex and robust engine that renders WWT objects and imagery into a canvas element. Its purpose is to deeply integrate WWT visualization and tour playback into websites outside of worldwidetelescope.org. It was written in C# and compiled into javascript using scriptsharp (See the API Documentation). Table 3 lists examples of Web Control API usage.
Web Services API -Sets of hosted web services that deliver or process data to and for the WWT clients and other consumers, such as the ShowImage service referenced in Table 2 . Related documentation is hosted on GitHub.
Tools and SDKs
While part of Microsoft Research, WWT published software development kits (SDKs) to assist users and developers with importing data (available here). These tools are in the process of being converted to web services to support all operating systems.
Sphere Toaster -takes small to medium sized images and outputs Tessellated Octahedral Adaptive Subdivision Transform (TOAST; McGlynn et al., in prep) tile pyramids, plate files, and WTML. Open Data Specification TLE Two Line Element orbital data can be used for bulk display of orbits, or as a foundation for a reference frame.
Guide for adding TLE Data Definition of TLE SPICE (Acton 1996; Acton et al. 2017) NASA SPICE kernel data can be imported to display spacecraft or planetary emphemerides by minor manipulation within the NASA SPICE GUI and Microsoft Excel into an .xyz text file. The Chandra Source Catalog (CSC) is ultimately intended to be the definitive catalog of X-ray sources detected by the Chandra X-ray Observatory. To achieve that goal, the catalog will be released to the user community in a series of increments with increasing capability. The first official release of the CSC 2.0 will include 10,382 Chandra ACIS and HRC-I imaging observations released publicly through the end of 2014. When complete, CSC 2.0 will provide information for about 370,000 unique sources in several energy bands."
...
pyWWT
The pyWWT package aims to make it easy to use WorldWide Telescope from Python (see Section 3.4).
pyWWT on GitHub
Study Chopper -takes small to medium study images and outputs TAN-projected tile pyramids and WTML.
AVM Import Tool -takes Astronomy Visualization Metadata Standard-tagged images with WCS coordinates and creates hosted tile pyramids and WTML files to access them. This service is available online here.
Tile SDK -A software tool kit with samples that allows users to create a custom data transformation pipeline to take images or elevation data from input format and output it to WWT compatible pyramids.
Terapixel Project -While not exactly an SDK, the Terapixel Project is an open source pipeline that was used to reprocess the original DSS data from scanned plates into a Terapixel TOAST pyramid with globally optimized color and brightness corrections (Agarwal et al. 2011 ).
Curated Data
The data shown WorldWide Telescope is a mix of curated data (stored on the Azure Cloud) and data displayed from around the globe, including the National Virtual Observatory (NVO) registries. There are currently more than 90 all-sky surveys, 20 planet maps, and 60 panoramas (see Appendix 5: Tables 4, 5, and 6). In addition, WorldWide Telescope hosts over 500 contributed images from education and public outreach offices at Hubble, Chandra, Spitzer, Gemini, NOAO, NRAO, as well as from astrophotographers.
Supported Data Formats
WWT supports a variety of data formats (see Figure  2 ), which users can import via the Windows application. Importing of data on the Web application is in development, natively it currently supports FITS images, and many more data formats are possible through an astropy-affiliated package (see Section 3.4). Table 1 lists current levels of data support.
Plate Files
The reasoning behind splitting large images into tiles is to read from disk only as much as is absolutely necessary for each database query (e.g., a view of a portion of the sky). The efficiency that tiling enables gives way in the limit of reading and transferring from the server, many small files. The WWT team created "plate files" as an efficient way to store, exchange and deliver tiled multi-resolution images. Plate files have an index and data storage and allow millions of small files to be packed into a single file. Single large files copy up to 2 orders of magnitude faster than the millions of files they contain. There exist two plate file formats:
1. For densely packed complete surveys or studies with single generation data.
2. For sparse data that can contain multiple generations of data for a given tile index. This format is great for building large surveys over time with streaming data, for example, the Mars HiRise data.
WORLDWIDE TELESCOPE USAGE
WWT has been used extensively at nearly all levels of astronomy education. For clarity, we separate the following section by formal and informal education, and include education and public outreach (EPO) centers as part of informal education.
Formal Education
The most prominent formal education program that uses WWT in the WorldWide Telescope Ambassador Program 7 (WWTA) which has evolved alongside WWT since 2010.
The WorldWide Telescope Ambassadors Program aims to educate the public about Astronomy and Science using WWT. It is run by a team of astronomers and educators at Harvard University, in collaboration with the AAS and Microsoft Research. They recruit and train volunteer ambassadors who help facilitate the use of WWT in educational settings like schools, science festivals, and museums.
Pre-College Courses
WWTA have directly served thousands of students in the classroom. Since 2015, more than 700 of these students had extensive learning experiences that included 7 https://wwtambassadors.org one or two full weeks of instruction from WWTA team members (about Moon phases, seasons, and life in the Universe, see Udomprasert et al. 2014 Udomprasert et al. , 2016 . They have pre-post assessment data showing outstanding learning gains from these interventions (Udomprasert et al. 2012, Udomprasert et al. in prep) . Lesson plans and other materials are available on their website. WWT has also been used for Astronomy classes at Beijing Shijia Primary School for three years. A Guidebook on Interactive Astronomy Teaching (Primary School Teacher version) designed by Chinese Virtual Observatory project is published by Popular Science Press in Beijing.
College Courses and Beyond
Astronomy Courses -The WWTA program has helped to create WWT Windows Application-based introductory astronomy labs on parallax and Hubble's law. They have been used at Bucknell University and the University of Massachusetts Amherst (see Ladd et al. 2015 , and the WWTA Website). WWT has been part of introductory astronomy courses at the Central China Normal University since 2009 (Qiao et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015) , and a graduate ISM course at Harvard University (Sanders et al. 2014 ). Co-author Weigel uses WWT to visualize spacecraft ephemerides and planetary texture maps in context in an immersive fulldome environment for the Introduction to Astronomy class at Samford University. These visuals are presented and manipulated in real time in the Christenberry Planetarium on Samford's campus.
General Science Courses -Samford University makes further use of WWT in their Cultural Perspectives and Scientific Inquiry classes. Weigel teaches about the Scientific Revolution using WWT in a planetarium. Students are guided on a journey from naked eye astronomical observations and antiquated methods of scientific reasoning and philosophy, through the age of the scientific revolution and the subsequent invention of telescopes, and finish with a look at current big data astronomy and predictions for the future.
Science Communication -The University of Washington offered an undergraduate seminar on science communication as applied to creating a tour in WWT (curriculum is available here). Students learned story boarding, distilling vs. dumbing down, avoiding jargon, and how to create WWT tours playable in the University of Washington planetarium.
Informal Education
WWT has shown to be an excellent data-driven astronomical education and public outreach environment. For example, it inspired co-author Cui to initiate the IAU Working Group "Data driven Astronomical Education and Public Outreach" (DAEPO; Cui & Li 2018) , it has been used to help capture and share indigenous Australian astronomical knowledge (Nakata et al. 2014) , and has allowed planetariums to be 'flipped,' allowing students to present planetarium shows to their peers.
Museums and Planetariums
WWT has been used for live and recorded shows in major planetariums, such as the Adler Planetarium (Cosmic Wonder; Figure 3 ) and the Morrison Planetarium (Earthquake). WWT has also proven to be an attractive choice for smaller planetariums, since the software is free and it comes with a robust projector calibration system 8 . The following list of WWT-driven smaller planetariums is incomplete, but includes the University of Washington, based WWT-driven planetarium alliance for resource and experience exchange.
Mobile, portable, or traveling planetarium programs have also begun to use WWT. For example, Discovery Dome 9 packages WWT software with their inflatable domes, and the University of Washington, the University of Oklahoma (as the Soonertarium), and Harvard University all have WWT-driven mobile planetariums programs. Nearly every mobile planetarium program has participated in some form of a local science festival, for example, Figure 4 shows students watching a tour in a portable WWT planetarium.
One of the unique uses of WWT in an educational setting comes from 'flipping' the classroom or in this case, the planetarium. Instead of students passively attending a lecture or recorded video in a planetarium, they can research and then create their own content to share in a planetarium. This application of WWT has been independently described by several groups. The DAEPO has coordinated student authored WWT tour contests 10 three times. The Cal Academy helped San Francisco Bay Area students to present WWT in the Morrison Planetarium (Roberts 2014) . The University of Washington works with Seattle-area middle and high schools to present WWT in a mobile planetarium (Rosenfield et al. 2014 ). The Christenberry Planetarium at Samford University mentors middle and high school students in summer programs, teaching them to produce 9 http://eplanetarium.com/software worldwide telescope.php and present WWT tours for public audiences in a planetarium (see Figure 5) .
The Christenberry Planetarium also uses WWT's VR capabilities in public outreach to promote the latest astronomical discoveries and research by adding the "wow" factor by using cutting edge technology within the university and the greater Birmingham, Alabama community. Weigel and his students develop VR specific WWT tours and host programs to both inspire and teach youth in astronomy in Alabama (see Figure 6 ). WWT has a kiosk mode where a user can interact with a guided tour or contained aspect of WWT. An incomplete list of museums and informational centers that have used WWT in this way include Harvard University (see Figure 7) , the Adler Planetarium (see the Space Visualization Lab), and the Imiloa Astronomy Center Figure 7 . Harvard University's WWT-driven Kiosk of Hawai'i which had a Microsoft Kinect driven WWT exhibit "The Universe at your Finger tips".
Education and Outreach Centers
Both WWT clients have served as a conduit for publishing EPO imagery and stories. For example, the "Explore" tab shows curated feeds from the Hubble Space Telescope, Spitzer Science Center, Chandra X-ray Observatory, and the European Space Agency. Several outreach efforts have also made use of the WWT Web Control API (see bottom of Table 3 ) and the WWT Show Image service (see Table 2 ).
Astronomical Research
WWT enters the astronomical research work-flow at several points: discovery, helping visualize big and wide datasets; analysis, WWT APIs allow analysis tools to link data; and dissemination, WWT can enhance figures and presentations, and researchers can create video abstracts to accompany their submitted manuscripts to journals (see Section 3.5). WWT and its APIs allow observatories and mission centers to adopt a common visualization interface for their databases. In the following section, we discuss the most recent efforts and future outlook led by the AAS to help the astronomical research community benefit from WWT technologies.
Discovery & Analysis
Astronomers interested in using survey data (e.g., SDSS, LSST, Gaia, DESS) have most likely shifted from the traditional ftp-grep data analysis model, where a scientist first downloads a copy of data (ftp) and then uses an analysis package to identify for patterns, or answer their research question (grep) (see e.g., Gray & Szalay 2004) . Instead, astronomers analyze their data by querying remote databases, and soon, accessing hosted computing facilities to perform their analysis (e.g, LSST: Jurić et al. 2015, and refs. therein) . WorldWide Telescope was first designed to exist in the post ftp-grep regime, and now that is has been open sourced and ported to the Web, it has plug and play potential for use in smaller-budgeted observatories and data archives.
Archival Centers -The next release of the WWT Web Control API will have data import/export, and selection features which will make it powerful link between data archives and researchers. Observatories and data centers can insert the web control on their website and have a robust, open source, data archive visualization engine. Observatories or data archive centers that use WWT in this way will automatically benefit their EPO efforts, since EPO staff would have the same access to data and be able to create tours or build a custom user interface over the WWT Web Control API.
In addition, abstract services, such as ADS 11 can use the WWT interface as another means for users to discover research in astronomy. The Zooniverse's Astronomy Rewind project 12 is a citizen scientist project to place AAS journal figures dating back to the 1800s into the Astronomy Image Explorer 13 with AVM tags so they can be viewed in WWT.
Data Analysis Tools -Several data analysis tools are being built off of the Web Control API. For example, a link between JS9
14 and WWT has been established as part of the AAS Astrolabe project 15 . Users of this service can upload their images to JS9, manipulate them as they would in DS9, and view the result in WWT.
Python bindings for the WWT Web Control API are a new focus and were first prototyped in Glue-viz 16 .
PyWWT: A Python interface to WorldWide TelescopePyWWT is a package that provides access to much of the Windows and web clients' functionality to Python on a variety of platforms. It allows the WWT web client to be used as an interactive widget inside Jupyter Notebooks and and Jupyter Lab (pictured in Figure 8 ; Kluyver et al. 2016) , as well as through a standalone in- teractive Qt-based viewer/widget 17 , and also provides a Python-based client for the WWT desktop application on Windows (using the LCAPI, see Section 2.3).
In all cases, users can pan and zoom with the mouse, display multiple layers from all-sky surveys, and play tours. PyWWT makes it easy to add annotations, or shapes, that can be used to highlight celestial objects, enhance tours, or illustrate fields of view for telescopes, among many other applications. The package is written to integrate smoothly with Astropy(Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013) for easy adaptability to typical research work-flows such as those described in Section 3.4. Support for Astropy tables and displaying local FITS images is forthcoming.
PyWWT is under active development and is hosted under the WorldWideTelescope GitHub organization (see Table 3 ), where its full code base is open-sourced (version 0.3.0 was launched in December 2017).
Dissemination
We have seen examples of the WWT narrative layer (tour features) in sharing stories and teaching astronomy. WWT has also been used in video abstracts, which have converted WWT tours into videos distilling a scholarly publication (see the Publisher's website of Berriman & Good 2017; Batygin & Brown 2016; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2015; Currie et al. 2015) . Future WWT Web Control development will allow for embedding WWT in 2-and 3D modes as an interactive figures in scholarly publications.
MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY OF WORLDWIDE TELESCOPE
WorldWide Telescope is managed by the AAS its (MIT) copyright is held by the .NET Foundation. Below we overview the management and sustainability plan for this open source software project.
Project Leadership
AAS Board of Trustees (AASBoT) is in charge of managing the AAS WWT project. The AASBoT has mandated the AAS WWT Steering Committee to continually assess the WWT project against metrics based on the WWT's purpose statement as well as the AAS' purpose statement. The AAS WWT Steering Committee and AAS WWT Project Director work together to interpret the purpose statements into initiatives with quantitative metrics for success.
Open Source Contributions
The longevity and success of open source software depends on the community. We are striving to build a inclusive WWT community. We expect everyone in the WWT community to follow our code of conduct and a contributing guide. Below, we discuss two avenues of contribution: contributing to the code base, and contributing documentation and examples.
Code Contributions
We maintain a meta-repository, wwt-home, which primarily contains a table of information on the different WWT-related repositories in the WorldWideTelescope GitHub organization. Importantly, each table entry includes a description of the project as well as the skills required to contribute. Until we have a robust user community to review code contributions (as well as proposals for enhancements), they are considered by the WWT Advisory Board.
Documentation Contributions
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, all of our documentation has been open sourced and hosted on GitHub, accessible via our meta-repository, wwt-documentation including code samples.
Contributers can edit existing documentation or create their own, even if they are not familiar with GitHub or Markdown. In addition, they can create documentation within a GitBook or import files created using Microsoft Word. Each new contribution will be added as a line to the wwt-documentation table which is the basis of the www.worldwidetelescope.org's User Guides Page.
Sample code can be published as gists and linked to our meta-repositories or as Jupyter notebooks (e.g., py-WWT example notebooks).
We will continue to engage and consult with the broader astronomical community to plan new features and services via AAS member polls, WWT online forum, tracking GitHub issues, the WWT help desk (wwt@aas.org), and feedback during workshops and webinars (direct and via assessments).
Contributing WWT Products
In the future, we hope to create a place on the Web to house WWT-related workshop materials, contributed WWT lesson plans, 3D models, music, and more-that meet the existing skill sets of the contributers.
CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed the software ecosystem of WWT and many of its uses in astronomy. WWT is astronomical visualization software what can directly link to all levels of education, in that way, WWT can democratize astronomical data, but only with the help of the astronomical community.
In summary:
• WWT is open source (MIT license) and managed by the American Astronomical Society.
• WWT has two main applications: 1) a Microsoft Windows application that is a mainstay in planetariums and international education; and 2) a WebGL powered Web application that is operating system agnostic which we expect most US-based astronomers to prefer.
• Each application has APIs and services to allow users and developers to customize and extend WWT without needing the high level of C# programming knowledge to advance the core WWT components.
• WWT has been used innovatively in formal and informal educational settings, supplementing: a) early learners physical understanding of the seasons and moon phases; b) college students' introductory astronomy and general science courses as well as at least one graduate astronomy course; f) planetarium education, e.g., by enabling students to present planetarium shows to their peers.
• Educational programs have used WWT in a variety of settings: computer labs, kiosks, virtual reality headsets, and planetariums.
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